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SiTE ADDRESS: BALLYouLSTER, CELBRiDGE, Co. KiLDARE
Lands at Dublin Road and the Shinkeen Road, within the townlands of Donaghcumper and Ballyoulster, Celbridge, Co. Kildare. The application site is bound by a greenfield site, 
Donaghcumper Cemetery, Retronix Semiconductor company and the Dublin Road to the north, the Rye River Brewing Company and the Ballyoulster Park housing estate to the north 
east, the Primrose Gate housing estate to the south, agricultural lands to the east and Shinkeen Road to the west. Donaghcumper Medieval Church Ruins (RPS no. B11-02) and the 
house on Dublin Road, Donaghcumper (RPS no. B11-26), are protected structures located north of the application site

Brief Description: 
The proposed development comprises a Strategic Housing Development of 344 no. residential units (comprising 54 no. 1 beds, 30 no. 2 beds, 210 no. 3 beds and 50 no. 4 beds), a child-
care facility with a GFA of c. 369 sq.m, public and communal open space, landscaping, car and cycle parking spaces, provision of an access road from Dublin Road and Shinkeen 
Road, associated vehicular accesses, internal roads, pedestrian and cycle paths, bin storage, ESB substations, pumping station and all associated site and infrastructural works.

CELBRiDGE LoCAL AREA PLAN 2017-2023
The application site is primarily zoned ‘C: New Residential’ and partly ‘E: Community and Educational’ and it is identified within the Celbridge Local Area Plan 2017-2023 as part of a key 
development area ‘KDA 2 Ballyoulster. the subject site forms the Phase 1 lands of the overall landholding / KDA 2 lands (c. 40 ha) 
to identify, protect, conserve and enhance wherever possible, wildlife habitats and species of local importance, not otherwise protected by legislation. Such habitats would include 
woodland, river, grassland areas and field boundaries (hedgerows, stone walls and ditches). Such features form part of a network of habitats and corridors, which allow wildlife to exist 
and flourish and contribute to compliance with Article 10 of the Habitats Directive.

GREEN iNFRASTRuCTuRE & STRATEGiC oPEN SPACES
to protect and enhance green infrastructure assets and create an interconnected network of parks, open spaces, demesne lands and watercourses in Celbridge.

objectives
to reduce and avoid fragmentation or deterioration of the Green infrastructure network and strengthen ecological links within Celbridge and to the wider regional network.
to preserve, protect and augment trees, groups of trees, woodlands and hedgerows within the town by increasing, where appropriate, tree canopy coverage using locally native spe-
cies by incorporating them within design proposals and supporting their integration into the existing Green infrastructure network.
to integrate Green infrastructure as an essential component of all new developments and restrict development that would fragment or prejudice the Green infrastructure network.
To ensure key hedgerows identified, and the linkages they provide to larger areas of Green Infrastructure and the wider countryside, are retained where appropriate and integrated into 
the design of new developments.
to promote a network of paths and cycle tracks to enhance accessibility to the Green infrastructure network, while ensuring that the design and operation of the routes responds to the 
ecological protection needs of each site.
to maintain a biodiversity protection zone of not less than 10 metres from the top bank of smaller watercourses in Celbridge, with the full extent of the protection zone to be determined 
on a case by case basis by the planning authority, based on site specific characteristics and sensitivities. Strategic green routes and trails will be open for consideration within the biodi-
versity protection zone, subject to appropriate safeguards and assessments.

oPEN SPACES
open space and parkland represents an important component of a sustainable town as they contribute to the amenity of the area, as well as providing for the health and well-being of 
residents and encouraging ecology.

objectives
to support and facilitate the provision of open spaces with ecological and recreational corridors to aid the movement of biodiversity and people, subject to appropriate environmental 
assessment. to provide a range of opportunities for active and passive recreation within public open
Spaces.

KDA 2 – BALLYouLSTER
vision
to provide for the development of a new residential neighbourhood, a local park that integrates with its surroundings whilst having its own unique character and a strong sense of place.
A permeable network of pedestrian and cycle friendly streets and spaces that incorporate existing site features such as the Shinkeen stream and existing mature trees will be required.
the Shinkeen Stream should be incorporated into new developments as a landscape feature that includes a continuous pedestrian and cycle link along its bank. this green link should 
include natural landscaping that will enhance the ecological value of the stream. new residential areas should be structured around a variety of open spaces that provide for both ac-
tive and passive recreation. Landscape proposals should provide for the retention of existing mature trees and the planting of new trees along the Ballyoulster/Loughlinstown townland 
boundary.

1.1 INTRODUCTION
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the Urban Design Strategy chapter, and associated appendix, of the Architectural Design Statement prepared by oMP provides an overview of the development strategy for the 
subject site and the wider KDA 2 lands. the urban design strategy illustrates how the proposed Phase 1 development adheres to all the key objectives for the lands as set out in the 
Celbridge Local Area Plan 2017-2023 and how it relates to the potential future development of the overall KDA 2 lands. As part of this it provides a coherent strategy for future plan-
ning applications expected to come forward on a phased basis, and includes proposals in relation to the public realm, built form, green infrastructure, movement hierarchy with sup-
porting civils infrastructure. in summary it is envisaged that the wider KDA 2 lands could be delivered over 3 no. residential phases with associated physical and social infrastructure. 
the delivery of the lands reserved for the schools will be delivered separately by the Department of Education and is incorporated into the phased approach for the overall lands. 
the strategy has been developed following consultation with the Planning Authority since 2020 (period 2020-2021) in respect to the overall landholding, and has been informed by 
the pre-application consultations with the Planning Authority and An Bord Pleanala, and ongoing engagement with the Department of Education.

Phase 1 has regard to this overall urban design strategy and has evolved to ensure the proposed development addresses potential flood risk and identified archaeological features 
which are to be retained in situ within the site, whilst ensuring it continues to meet the overall key objectives for the KDA 2 lands set out in the Celbridge LAP 2017-2023.

1.1 INTRODUCTION
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1.1 SITE LOCATION MAP
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KDA-01-Overall-Masterplan

SitE A

SitE CRESERvED SChooL 
SitE 7.2ha.

SitE B

LAnDSCAPE MAStERPLAn

4 majors elements composed the scenery of the Landscape Masterplan : 

1.  the GREEn BoULEvARD 
2.  the RESiDEntiAL StREEtS, CoMMUnAL and PoCKEt GARDEnS
3.  thE RiPARiAn PRoMEnADE and ECoLoGiCAL CoRRiDoR
4A. SitE A - the LoCAL PARK, Fitness trail and Community gardens
4B. SitE B - the LoCAL PARK and Archaeology
4C. SitE C - the LoCAL PARK and Recreational Corridor 
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1-the GREEn BoULEvARD
large specimen trees / dual cycle path / 
connection Dublin road to School

2- the RESiDEntiAL StREEtSCAPE / CoMMU-
nAL and PoCKEt GARDEnS
Seating, flowering beds, play structures

3- thE RiPARiAn PRoMEnADE and ECo-
LoGiCAL CoRRiDoR
Shinkeen stream / Riparian area / native 
hedgerows / wildlife habitat

4A- LoCAL PARK, Fitness trail and Commu-
nity Gardens
extend of the hedgerow to structure the 
gardens /woodland and natural landscap-
ing / fitness trail / picnic / suds / flood zone

4B- LoCAL PARK and Recreational Corridor
large play areas / gardens / picnic / wood-
land and natural landscaping  / Suds

4C-LoCAL PARK and Archeaology
meadow and wild flowers

ChARACtER
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KDA-02A-Masterplan-SitesA&C

1. 10meters protected RiPARiAn / StREAMSiDE
2. SUDS - overground Detention Basin
3. PLAYGRoUnDS - For children & toddlers
4. CoMMUnAL GARDEnS - Seating, diversity of plants, etc
5. CoMMUnitY GARDEnS 
6. FitnESS tRAiL - Adult & teenager
7. PiCniC
8. PARK - kickabout, meadow grass, Wildlife corridor
9. BoULEvARD - Plane trees
10. RESiDEntiAL StREEtS - Flowering & Colour interest
11. hoUSES - private rear gardens
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1.2 LAnDSCAPE MAStERPLAn - site A
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DuBLiN RoAD ENTRANCE: 
the entrance and alignment of the Link Road into the KDA2 lands from the Dublin Road provides a strong Urban Design response to this entrance, a strong sense of arrival from the 
Dublin Road, provides a clear urban edge and frontage to both the Dublin Road and along the new Link Road. the Link Road or Avenue is realigned with the KDA2 design concept 
to continue along the eastern boundary allowing for future connections to adjoining lands to the east and minimising the impact to the area of Archaeological interest to the south.

RiPARiAN CoRRiDoR & GREEN LiNKS: 
in accordance with iFi requirements, it has been advised by the project ecologist that they require a 10m riparian corridor to a stream of this scale and character. 
Footpaths and access can be allowed within this zone.  An additional 10m setback has been provided from this riparian corridor to integrate greenlinks, cycle paths, public lighting 
and landscape thresholds in compliance with current iFi guidelines.

FLooD ZoNE: 
In response to the Hazelhatch Flood Study 2021, an area within Site A has been identified as a Flood Zone A and B (refer to the Site Specific Flood Risk Assessment submitted with the 
application)
the scheme has been revised to remove all development from this zone. it is now proposed that this area is best suited as an amenity area of public open space, a local park offering 
a generous fitness trail with a unique natutal & rural landscape character. Existing levels are retained. 

oPEN SPACE STRATEGY: 
To create a coherent site strategy in response to the flood and archaeology site constraints, with consideration of Urban Design parameters of streetscapes, enclosure and passive 
surveillance, the open space strategy has been revised within the design concept drawing of KDA2.
the revised Design Concept strategy incorporates the Shinkeen stream as a landscape feature that includes a continuous pedestrian and cycle link along its bank, structured around 
a variety of open spaces that provide for both active and passive recreation, with the retention of existing mature trees and hedgerows.

A necklace of Local Parks would be provided within each Character Area of circa 100-200 dwellings, as the KDA2 lands are developed in phase. Each public space would include 
existing hedgerows and mature trees, footpaths, green links, landscaping and a variety of play spaces within this growing community in compliance with the LAP objectives for the 
lands. 

this approach remediates the Local Authorities concerns regarding the amenity value afforded by the previously proposed pocket parks and in particular within Site A which would 
now be afforded a Local Park within its Character Area, connecting it to the permeable series of open spaces along the Shinkeen Stream and across the KDA2 lands through a net-
work of greenlinks and local parks that are in proportion to their phased development. 

ARCHAEoLoGY: 
the site layout has been revised in response to protecting and retaining an area of Archaeological interest located within Site B. Appropriate planting (no tree) has been proposed 
and a raised cycle way (all buildup above existing ground) to ensure it won’t impact on the archaeology area.
For the maintenance of the this area: ‘An archaeological conservation/management plan will be developed in order to inform future operations of the development within AA1 and 
ensure the area is managed appropriately. The plan will be compiled by a suitably qualified archaeologist and contain a list of proscribed actitivies and policies on future site maint-
ance.
it is now proposed that this area is best suited as an amenity area of public open space with a unique landscape character. 

SiTE C: 
Site C is revised and relocated central to the site, overlooking both local parks, the Skinkeen Stream and its
riparian corridor and will provide a strong urban edge to the new Link Road which transverses the site, linking the Dublin
Road and the Skinkeen Road, providing access to the new school site to the west of the KDA2 lands.

SiTE B: 
the proposed layout of Site B provides a strong street edge to the new Link Road, a animated and robust form to the new Local Park to the south and secure the shared boundary to 
the west with adjoining residentially zoned lands within the KDA2. 
the proposal also allows for the future vehicular connection to the adjoining third party lands in the interests of community integration and forward planning.

KDA2 iNTEGRATED APPRoACH: 
As result of the Phase 1 site constraints i.e. Archaeology and Flood Areas it will not be feasibility to provide formal play area within these zones.
the proposed scheme has allowed for additional pedestrian and cycle connectivity from the Local Parks with the school to integrate and access these community amenities in the 
future.

1.2 LAnDSCAPE MAStERPLAn - sites A, B & C
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KDA-02B-Masterplan-SitesB&C

1. 10meters protected RiPARiAn / StREAMSiDE
2. SUDS - overground Detention Basin
3. PLAYGRoUnDS - For children & toddlers
4. CoMMUnAL GARDEnS - Seating, diversity of plants, etc
5. BoULEvARD - Plane trees
6. RESiDEntiAL StREEtS - Flowering & Colour interest
7. hoUSES - private rear gardens
8. Existing footbridge
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1.2 LAnDSCAPE MAStERPLAn - site C



13KDA-02B-Masterplan-SitesB&C

1.2 LAnDSCAPE MAStERPLAn - site B

1. 10meters protected RiPARiAn / StREAMSiDE
2. SUDS - overground Detention Basin
3. CoMMUnAL GARDEnS - Seating, diversity of plants, etc
4. ARCHAEOLOGY SITE - Meadow and Wildflowers
5. BoULEvARD - Plane trees
6. RESiDEntiAL StREEtS - Flowering & Colour interest
7. hoUSES - private rear gardens
8. Existing footbridge
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7

6
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3

4
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• the proposed public open space equates to 2,47ha in total, representing 18% of the gross site area. 
• the landscaping strategy includes a variety of open spaces, including the Local Parks, pocket parks and 

additional communal open space, that integrates with its surroundings and provides active and passive 
recreation in accordance with the LAP.

• in accordance with the LAP, the landscaping strategy and the overall Development Strategy for the lands, 
incorporates the Shinkeen Stream into the proposals and it forms a landscape feature within the Local 
Park. the proposals also include for pedestrian and cycle links, along the riparian strip, whilst also ensuring it 
protects and enhances the ecological value of the stream. the Green Boulevard is a key landscape ele-
ment, which includes the cycle path that weaves through the Local Park. As part of the overall green infra-
structure strategy, the Phase 1 development incorporates a permeable network of pedestrian and cycle 
friendly streets and spaces that incorporate the existing site features such as the Shinkeen stream and exist-
ing mature trees where possible. overall the proposed development meets the LAP objectives and policies 
to protect, enhance and further develop the green infrastructure network in Celbridge.

• in addition to the public open space, provision is also made for 1,075 sq.m (site A), 486 sq.m (site B) and 
590 sq.m (site C) of communal amenity space related to the proposed duplex units. A total of 2151sqm 
which exceeds the required 1650 sq.m communal amenity space in accordance with standards set out in 
the Apartment Guidelines 2020.

• Following the S.247 pre-application meeting with KCC, the layout was revised to improve the access and 
proximity of the units to the proposed communal and public open spaces. 

• in summary and as demonstrated on the Public open Space and Activities drawing, each character 
area has access to communal open spaces and significant public open space areas. The revisions to the 
scheme have sought to ensure that there is clear and accessible linkages between the three residential 
character areas within Phase 1 (Site A, B and C), the communal open spaces and the primary central 
public open space, i.e. the Local Park, which is a specific requirement of KDA 2. 

• Play space is incorporated into both the public and communal open spaces for all age groups, with for-
mal and informal amenities. this includes play spaces, kickabout pitches and an outdoor exercise area 
within the Local Park, and additional play opportunities within the communal amenity space. Private 
amenity space will also be provided for each residential unit in accordance with the requirements of the 
Development Plan and the Apartment Guidelines 2020.

• this ShD application is supported by a full Arboricultural Assessment and has informed the proposals. this 
has also been discussed with the project’s ecology consultant to retain existing hedgerows and trees 
where possible, in addition to new planting. Furthermore, the landscaping proposals take into account the 
riparian strip and ensuring a biodiversity protection zone of 10 metres from the watercourse.

PuBLiC AND CommuNAL oPEN SPACE: 

Gross Site Area 13.2 Ha

The PoS areas as per the diagram and schedule below is 18% of the gross site 
area and 25% of the Net Site Area.

only 10% of the SuDS area is included in the PoS as per the Kildare Development 
Plan. 

Play areas site A 200sqm
Play areas site C 500sqm

Public open Space 25586sqm

Communal open Space 2151sqm

Creche 369sqm

1.3 PUBLiC AnD CoMMUnAL oPEn SPACE PRoviSion
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1.3 PUBLiC AnD CoMMUnAL oPEn SPACE PRoviSion
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1.3 oPEn SPACES AnD ACtivitES

KDA-02B-Masterplan-SitesB&C
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objective of the LAP: 
the focus on children at play is an important element of the LAP. the need to create facilities and open space that get children active within their own community will increase 
the well being of the young people within the area. 
Variety of activities for all group of ages: Pedestrian promenade along the riparian corridor, benches and picnic tables, kick-about areas, playgrounds, and fitness trail, Com-
munity gardens, will provide formal and informal amenities and spaces for a future vibrant community.

1.4 ACtivitiES AnD PLAY StRAtEGY
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1.4 ACtivitiES AnD PLAY StRAtEGY

KDA-05B-PlayMap
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1.4 ACtivitiES AnD PLAY StRAtEGY : SitE A - PUBLiC PLAYGRoUnD ALonG thE CREChE Proposed equipments (Mixed Ages)

PLAY EqUiPEntS FoR ChiLDREn

Platform

Balancig Beam

Play Cube Climbing Loom

triangular net Rocker
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1.4 ACtivitiES AnD PLAY StRAtEGY : SitE A - PLAYGRoUnD in CoMMUnAL CoURtYARD Proposed equipments (Mixed Ages)

PLAY EqUiPEntS FoR ChiLDREn

Platform

Seesaw

Big Fish toddler table Small Seesaw

Swinging horse turning tyre Whirligig

PLAY EqUiPEntS FoR ELDER

Play table Curve track Small Disc Pairs Picnic

PromenadeGoal Gardens
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1.4 ACtivitiES AnD PLAY StRAtEGY : SitE A - FitnESS tRAiL : severall activities for junior and senior.

FitnESS EqUiPEntS

Climbing slalom

hurdles

Push-up &
Stretching

Stairs

Parallel Bars

Ladder

Abdominal

Jumping

Leapfrog

Beam

Ladder

Bars
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1.4 ACtivitiES AnD PLAY StRAtEGY : SitE C  - RECREAtionAL CoRRiDoR : large play area for teenagers and toddlers.

PLAY EqUiPEntS FoR tEEnAGERS

PLAY EqUiPEntS in thE AttEnUAtion

PLAY EqUiPEntS FoR ELDER

Stackline Climbing Wall Climbing Poles Bell

Cableway 30meters

Swing Rope Pendulum

Play table Curve track Small Disc

Pairs

Promenade

Ball Wall Goal

Rope course

Picnic

Park
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Small Disc

Picnic

CoMMUnitY GARDEnS
Follow these steps to successfully organize a community garden
1. organize a meeting of interested people. ...
2. Form a planning committee. ...
3. Find a sponsor. ...
4. Choose a site. ...
5. Prepare the site. ...
6. Consider a space for children. ...
7. Determine the rules and put them in writing. ...
8. Work together to create a community.

All the playgrounds and the Community gardens are surrounded 
by a railing (h1200mm)

1.4 ACtivitiES AnD PLAY StRAtEGY : othERS
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KDA-04A-PlantingExisting

1. Existing MAtURE tREES
2. Existing hEDGERoWS
3. Existing hEDGERoWS impacted by proposal
4. Shinkeen StREAM and 10meters protected RiPARiAn / StREAMSiDE

1.5 PLAntinG StRAtEGY - ECoLoGiCAL CoRRiDoR : Preserve the existing 
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1.5 PLAntinG StRAtEGY - ECoLoGiCAL CoRRiDoR : Preserve the existing 
The landscape proposal aims to protect and reinforce the ecological connectivity. Ecological Corridor = Riparian Zone + Native Hedgerows
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1. Existing MAtURE tREES
2. Existing hEDGERoWS
3. Existing hEDGERoWS impacted by proposal
4. Shinkeen StREAM and 10meters protected RiPARiAn / StREAMSiDE
5. Extend of the HEDGEROWS in the 15-30m of the MIDDLE ZONE 
6. Extend of the hEDGERoWS in the LoCAL PARK to form the structure of the 

FitnESS tRAiL and the CoMMUnitY GARDEnS

1.5 PLAntinG StRAtEGY - ECoLoGiCAL CoRRiDoR :  Augment the hedgerows and offer an habitat for Wildlife.
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5

5

5
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1.5 PLAntinG StRAtEGY - ECoLoGiCAL CoRRiDoR :  Augment the hedgerows and offer an habitat for Wildlife.
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KDA-04B-PlantingProposal

1.5 PLAntinG StRAtEGY - ECoLoGiCAL CoRRiDoR :  install the framework of trees to facilitate the movement of population 
(human, Mammal & Birds)
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1. Existing MAtURE tREES
2. Existing hEDGERoWS
3. Existing hEDGERoWS impacted by proposal
4. Shinkeen StREAM and 10meters protected RiPARiAn / StREAMSiDE
5. Extend of the HEDGEROWS in the 15-30m of the MIDDLE ZONE 
6. Extend of the hEDGERoWS in the LoCAL PARK to form the structure of the Fit-

nESS tRAiL and the CoMMUnitY GARDEnS
7. BoULEvARD tREES : high Development trees for Main road and Pedestrian Link
8. PARK tREES : BioDivERSitY and higher Stratum above the hedgerows.
9. RESiDEntiAL tREES : Coloured Foliage for StREEtSCAPE
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NOTE
The proposed location of the new trees, has been coordonated with 
regards of the proposed underground services.
Refer to plan KDA-04C-BSLA-Trees&Services and DBFL drawings.
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31KDA-04B-PlantingProposal

1. Existing MAtURE tREES
2. Existing hEDGERoWS
3. Existing hEDGERoWS impacted by proposal
4. Shinkeen StREAM and 10meters protected RiPARiAn / StREAMSiDE
5. Extend of the HEDGEROWS in the 15-30m of the MIDDLE ZONE 
6. Extend of the hEDGERoWS in the LoCAL PARK to form the structure of the Fit-

nESS tRAiL and the CoMMUnitY GARDEnS
7. BoULEvARD tREES : high Development trees for Main road and Pedestrian Link
8. PARK tREES : BioDivERSitY and higher Stratum above the hedgerows.
9. RESiDEntiAL tREES : Coloured Foliage for StREEtSCAPE
10.  oRnAMEntAL PLAntinG : Seasonal, Form and Colour interest, the lower stratum 

of plantings, Multistem, Shrubs, Groundcovers and Meadow Grass form the last 
layer of the landscape proposal and will participate to the installation of the 
RECREAtonAL CoRRDoR.

1.5 PLAntinG StRAtEGY - ECoLoGiCAL CoRRiDoR : install the framework of trees to facilitate the movement of population 
(human, Mammal & Birds)
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in the Archaeological site meadow and wild flowers.
Pollinator Friendly...
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KDA-03-HardLandscaping&Furniture

1.6 hARD LAnDSCAPinG StRAtEGY
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Permeable paving
for parking

Permeable paving
in rear gardens

Resin Bound Gravel
Cycle lane

Large setts
Key Location

1.6 hARD LAnDSCAPinG StRAtEGY

Rubber Mulch

Concrete Cast in-situ



36Public footpath : brushed concrete

Car Parking : 
permeable concrete blocks

1.6 hARD LAnDSCAPinG StRAtEGY
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1.6 hARD LAnDSCAPinG StRAtEGY
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KDA-06-Boundary-Treatment

views - Existing Boundaries

1.7 BoUnDARY tREAtMEnt
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1.7 BoUnDARY tREAtMEnt
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KDA-07-BSLA-TakenInCharge

1.8 tAKEn in ChARGE
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1.8 tAKEn in ChARGE - MAintEnACE SPECiFiCAtionS

Residential proposal consists of houses, with communal courtyard, streets-
cape, green infrastructure routes connecting the proposed development 
to the wider landscape.

For the open spaces, the proposed landscape provides a reach planting 
of Native species, simple and robust hard streetscape with trees planted in 
planting beds and threshold planting to the apartments. 

For the communal residential courtyard, a generous provision and diversity 
of amenities such like playgrounds, formal and informal, picnic tables and 
gardens for passive recreation.

This document, prepared in accordance with section 4.13 Manage-
ment- Amenity Space Guidance Document, sets out the maintenance 
operations by the contractors during the defects liability period as well as 
on-going maintenance and management requirements of existing and 
proposed landscape features on development site.

OPEN SPACE MANAGEMENT
As develop in the plan KDA-07-BSLA-TakenInCharge, It is envisaged that 
in Phase 1, all the public open spaces are to be taken in charge except 
the Residential Communal Courtyard (managed by the appointed man-
agement company with the goal of implementing the client’s contractual 
requirements and specific landscape management requirements defined 
in this report) and the private frontage.
Responsibility for the management of features/assets will be subject to the 
terms and conditions of contractual arrangements in place for this phase 
of work. 

SOFT LANDSCAPE

MAINTENANCE OBJECTIVES
• Location: Existing and proposed planting.
- Duration: 2 years.
• Aims: Enhanced landscape quality.
• Restrictions: Not applicable.
• Results: Not applicable.

NOTICE
• Give notice before:
- Application of herbicide.
- Application of fertilizer.
- Watering.
- Each site maintenance visit.
• Period of notice: 7 days.

REINSTATEMENT
• Damage or disturbance to soil structure, planting, grass, fencing, hard 
landscaping,
structures or buildings: Reinstate to original condition.

WATERING
• Supply: Potable mains water.
• Quantity: Wet full depth of topsoil .
• Application: Do not damage or loosen plants.
• Compacted soil: Loosen or scoop out, to direct water to rootzone.
• Frequency: As necessary for the continued thriving of all planting.

WATER RESTRICTIONS
• General: If water supply is, or is likely to be, restricted by emergency legisla-
tion, submit
proposals for an alternative suitable source of water. Obtain instructions before
proceeding.

DISPOSAL OF ARISINGS
• General: Unless specified otherwise, dispose of arisings as follows: remove to 
recycling facility .

PROTECTION OF EXISTING GRASS
• General: Protect areas affected by maintenance operations using boards/
tarpaulins. Do not
place excavated or imported materials directly on grass.

CLEANLINESS
• Soil and arisings: Remove from hard surfaces.
• General: Leave the works in a clean, tidy condition at completion and after 
any
maintenance operations.

 MAINTENANCE OF GRASSED AREAS
• General: Maintain turf in a manner appropriate to the intended use.
• Soil and grass:
- Condition: Maintain a healthy vigorous sward, free from disease, fungal 
growth,
discolouration, scorch or wilt.
- Waterlogging and compaction: Prevent.
- Damage: Repair trampling, abrasion or scalping.
• Ornamental lawns: Maintain reasonably free from moss, excessive thatch, 
weeds, frost
heave, worm casts and mole hills.
- Edges: Neat and well defined, in clean straight lines or smooth flowing curves.
• Litter and fallen leaves: Remove regularly to maintain a neat appearance.

MAINTENANCE OF GRASSED AREAS
• Standard: To BS 7370-3. Carry out maintenance appropriate to each cate-
gory of turf, as
follows:
- Objectives: To BS 7370-3, table 6.
- Programme: To BS 7370-3, clause 11.
- Mowing methods: To BS 7370-3, table 3.

GRASS CUTTING GENERALLY
• Before mowing: Remove litter, rubbish and debris.

• Finish: Neat and even, without surface rutting, compaction or damage 
to grass.
• Edges: Leave neat and well defined. Neatly trim around obstructions.
• Adjoining hard areas: Sweep clear and remove arisings.
• Drought or wet conditions: Obtain instructions.

REE STEMS
• Precautions: Do not use mowing machinery closer than 100 mm to tree 
stems. Use nylon
filament rotary cutters and other hand held mechanical tools carefully 
to avoid damage to
bark.

TREE STEMS
• Precautions: Do not allow nylon filament rotary cutters and other me-
chanical tools closer
than 100 mm to the stem of any tree.
- Operations close to stems: Complete using hand tools.

BULBS AND CORMS IN GRASSED AREAS
• Before flowering: Do not cut.
• Interval between end of flowering and start of grass cutting (minimum): 
6 weeks.

LEAF REMOVAL
• Operations: Collect fallen leaves.
• Special requirements: Remove by hand raking.
• Disposal: Remove from site for recycling.

MOWING LAWNS
• Grass height: 75 mm maximum.
• Arisings: Remove.

RE-FORMING GRASS EDGES
• Location: Planting bed edges.
• Edges: Draw back soil and re-form edges to clean straight lines or 
smooth flowing curves,
sloping slightly back from vertical.

REINSTATEMENT OF DAMAGED LAWNS
• Damaged turf: Remove to a depth of 40 mm.
• Preparation: Cultivate substrate to a fine tilth.
• Reinstatement: Contractor’s choice of returfing or topsoiling and re-
seeding:
- Returfing: Quality and appearance to match existing.
- Reseeding: Fill with fine topsoil to BS 3882 multi purpose class, free from 
stones, debris
and weeds. Reseed with a seed mix to match existing grass in quality 
and appearance.
• Protection and watering: Provide as necessary to promote successful 
germination and/ or
establishment.
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FLOWER BEDS GENERALLY
• Operations:
- Remove: Dead flower heads, fallen leaves, litter and debris.
- Weeds: Thoroughly hand weed.
- Cultivate: Lightly hoe.
- Trim: Clip grass edges.
• Fungicide: Not required.
• Insecticide: Not required.

SHRUBS/TREES/HEDGES

ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW PLANTING
• Duration: Two full growing seasons from the date of planting.
• Weed control:
- Method: Keep planting beds clear of weeds by hoeing and screefing .
- Area: Maintain a weed free area around each tree and shrub, minimum di-
ameter the
larger of 1 m or the surface of the original planting pit.
• Soil condition: Fork over beds to keep soil loose, with gentle cambers and 
no hollows. Do
not reduce depth or effect of mulch.
• Watering: As schedule and when instructed.

ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW PLANTING - FERTILIZER
• Time of year: March or April.
• Type: Organic.
• Spreading: Spread evenly. Carefully lift and replace any mulch materials.
- Application rate: As manufacturer’s recommendations.

TREE STAKES AND TIES
• Inspection/ Maintenance times: As scheduled and immediately after strong 
winds.
• Stakes:
- Replace loose, broken or decayed stakes to original specification.
- If longer than half of clear tree stem height, cut to this height in spring. Retie 
to tree firmly
but not tightly with a single tie.
• Ties: Adjust, refix or replace loose or defective ties, allowing for growth and 
to prevent
chafing.
- Where chafing has occurred, reposition or replace ties to prevent further 
chafing.
• Removal of stakes and ties: During spring when no longer required to sup-
port the tree.
- Fill stake holes with lightly compacted soil.

TREE GUY WIRES
• Inspection/ Maintenance times: As schedule.
• Operations:
- Replace or resecure loose or missing guy wires.
- Adjust to suit stem growth and to provide correct and uniform tension.

• Removal: During spring when no longer required to support the tree.

REFIRMING OF TREES AND SHRUBS
• Timing: After strong winds, frost heave and other disturbances.
• Refirming: Tread around the base until firmly bedded.
• Collars in soil at base of tree stems, created by tree movement: Break up by 
fork, avoiding
damage to roots. Backfill with topsoil and refirm.

PRUNING GENERALLY
• Pruning: In accordance with good horticultural and arboricultural practice.
- Removing branches: Do not damage or tear the stem or bark.
- Wounds: Keep as small as possible and cut cleanly back to sound wood.
- Cutting: Make cuts above and sloping away from an outward facing 
healthy bud, angled
so that water will not collect on cut area.
- Larger branches: Prune neither flush nor leaving a stub, but using the branch 
bark ridge
or branch collar as a pruning guide.
• Appearance: Thin, trim and shape each specimen appropriately to species, 
location,
season, and stage of growth, leaving a well balanced natural appearance.
• Tools: Use clean sharp secateurs, hand saws or other approved tools. Trim 
off ragged
edges of bark or wood with a sharp knife.
• Disease or infection: Give notice if detected.
• Growth retardants, fungicide or pruning sealant: Do not use unless instruct-
ed.

PRUNING TREES AND SHRUBS
• Standard: To BS 7370-4.
• Special requirements: None.

PRUNING ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS
• General: Prune to encourage healthy and bushy growth and desirable or-
namental features,
e.g. flowers, fruit, autumn colour, stem colour.
• Suckers: Remove by cutting back level with the source stem or root.

REMOVAL OF DEAD PLANT MATERIAL
• Operations: At the end of the growing season, check all shrubs and remove 
all dead
foliage, dead wood, and broken or damaged branches and stems.

DEAD AND DISEASED PLANTS
• Removal: As soon as possible.
• Replacement: Within 2 weeks.

REINSTATEMENT OF SHRUB/ HERBACEOUS AREAS
• Dead and damaged plants: Remove.
• Mulch/ matting materials:
- Carefully move to one side and dig over the soil, leaving it fit for replanting.

• - Do not disturb roots of adjacent plants.
• Replacement plants:
- Use pits and plants: To original specification or to match the size of 
adjacent or nearby
plants of the same species, whichever is the greater.
- Additional requirements: Submit details and cost of plants before or-
dering.
• Dressing: Slow release fertilizer:
- Type: Organic.
- Application rate: As manufacturer’s recommendations.

HAND WEEDING
• General: Remove weeds entirely, including roots.
• Disturbance: Remove the minimum quantity of soil, and disturb 
plants, bulbs and mulched
surfaces as little as possible.
• Completion: Rake area to a neat, clean condition.
• Mulch: Reinstate to original depth.

DIGGING OVER
• General: Dig over beds. Do not damage existing plants, bulbs and 
roots.
- Depth of dig (minimum): 100 mm.

SOIL AERATION
• Compacted soil surfaces:
- Prick up: To aerate the soil of root areas and break surface crust.
- Size of lumps: Reduce to crumb and level off.
- Damage: Do not damage plants and their roots.

SOIL LEVEL ADJUSTMENT
• Level of soil/mulch at edges of beds: Reduce to 50 mm below adja-
cent grass or hard
surface.
- Arisings (if any): Spread evenly over the bed.

FERTILIZING ESTABLISHED TREES AND SHRUBS
• Time of year: As schedule .
• Type of fertilizer: Organic.
• Application: Spread evenly.
- Rate: As manufacturer’s recommendations.

TREE WORK

TREE WORK GENERALLY
• Identification: Before starting work agree which trees, shrubs and 
hedges are to be
removed or pruned.
• Protection: Avoid damage to neighbouring trees, plants and prop-
erty.
• Standards: To BS 3998 and Health & Safety Executive (HSE) ‘Forestry 
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and arboriculture
safety leaflets’.
• Removing branches: Cut vertical branches similarly, with no more slope 
on the cut surface
than is necessary to shed rainwater.
• Appearance: Leave trees with a well balanced natural appearance.
• Chain saw work: Operatives must hold a Certificate of Competence.
• Tree work: To be carried out by an approved member of the Arboricul-
tural Association.

ADDITIONAL WORK
• Defective, diseased, unsafe or weak parts of trees additional to those 
scheduled for
attention: Give notice if detected.

PREVENTION OF WOUND BLEEDING
• Standard: To BS 3998.

PREVENTION OF DISEASE TRANSMISSION
• Standard: To BS 3998.

CUTTING AND PRUNING GENERALLY
• Tools: Appropriate, well maintained and sharp.
• Final pruning cuts:
- Chainsaws: Do not use on branches of less than 50 mm diameter.
- Hand saws: Form a smooth cut surface.
- Anvil type secateurs: Do not use.
• Removing branches: Do not damage or tear the stem.
• Wounds: Keep as small as possible, cut cleanly back to sound wood 
leaving a smooth
surface, and angled so that water will not collect on the cut area.
• Cutting: Cut at a fork or at the main stem to avoid stumps wherever pos-
sible.
Large branches: Remove only if unavoidable.
- Remove in small sections and lower to ground with ropes and slings.
• Dead branches and stubs: When removing, do not cut into live wood.
• Unsafe branches: Remove epicormic shoots and potentially weak forks 
that could fail in
adverse weather conditions.
• Disease or fungus: Give notice if detected. Do not apply fungicide or 
sealant unless
instructed.

BARK DAMAGE
• Wounds:
- Do not attempt to stop sap bleeding.
- Bark: Remove ragged edges using a sharp knife.
- Wood: Remove splintered wood from deep wounds.
- Size: Keep wounds as small as possible.
• Liquid or flux oozing from apparently healthy bark: Give notice.

HARDSURFACE

• Herbicide: Apply a suitable foliar acting or residual herbicide. Allow rec-
ommended period
for herbicide to take effect before clearing arisings.
• Hard surfaces: Remove litter, leaves and other debris.
• Surface gutters and channels: Remove mud, silt and debris.
• Drainage gullies: Empty traps and flush clean.
• Gravel areas: Rake over. Remove weeds, litter, leaves and debris, and 
level off.
• Repairs to flexible bituminous pavings: In accordance with the original 
paving specification
or BS 7370-2, clause 4.12.
• Stain removal: In accordance with BS 7370-2, table 4.

GENERAL CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE ADVICE FOR THE PERMEABLE 
CONCRETE BLOCK PAVING 

Simply washing your paving can ensure it always looks great.
To keep your newly installed paving looking at its best at all times and to 
ensure you getmany years of use from your investment, some regular ba-
sic cleaning will be required. 
Regular brushing is recommended to remove dirt, leaves and detritus. If 
the colour ofthe paving is being masked by dirt and detritus we suggest 
using hot soapy water anda stiff brush. By doing this you can significantly 
improve the appearance of the paving.
Certain types and colours of paving may require a bit more care and 
attention thanothers to ensure they always look great. For example, light 
coloured paving blocks andflags may emphasize tyre marks, oil spills and 
dirt more than darker colours. It is likely that these colours will require slight-
ly more maintenance if the overall appearance is to be maintained.
A pressure washer can also be used if required.
A light pressure washer set at medium pressure is generally all that is re-
quired to clean general dirt and grime. High pressure should not be used. 
A trial area should be tested before large scale pressure washing takes 
place.
Any jointing sand which is removed during pressure washing must be re-
placed (jointing sand is available from Tobermore and Builders Merchants 
in 25kg bags).

SNOWCLEAR SALT SPECIFICATION

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET ECOGRIT CONCENTRATE
1. IDENTIIFICATION, SUPPLIER & CONTACT NUMBERS
Product Name: EcoGrit Concentrate
Product Type: De-icer/Anti-icer/Anti-Corrosion
Supplier: EcoGrit.
Contact Number for technical information: 0800 193 6466
 
2. COMPOSITION & PROCESS
EcoGrit Concentrate is produced by mixing sodium chloride with evapo-
rated co-products from the sugar, starch, cereal carbohydrate processing 
and distillation industries.
 

3. APPEARANCE & SMELL
Dark brown granule with a non-pungent smell.
 
4. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION
– Inhalation: Not Applicable
– Skin contact: None under normal ambient conditions
– Eye contact: None under normal conditions
– Ingestion: None under normal conditions
 
5. FIRST AID MEASURES
– Skin: May cause slight irritation, wash area with soap and water
– Eyes: May cause irritation, flood eye with water
 
6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES
Personal precautions: None under normal conditions
Environmental precautions: Biodegradable, increases BOD and COD – See 
14
 
7. STORAGE CONDITIONS
Non or anti-corrosive: Store in dry area. Avoid microbiological or dilution with 
water
 
8. TRANSPORT CONSIDERATIONS
Not considered hazardous or dangerous for conveyance
 
9. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION
– Personal protection: None under normal conditions
– Respiratory protection: Not Applicable
– Eye protection: Safety glasses may be desirable when emptying contain-
ers or drums
– Hand protection: Not required, rubber gloves advised
 
10. PHYSICAL & CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
Physical state and 25°C: Fine Granule
Colour: Very Dark Brown
Odour: Earthy, non-pungent
Initial boiling point (°C): >100
Freezing point (°C): <minus 30
Density at 25°C (kg/m3): About 1275, S.G. = 1.275
Vapour pressure (hPa): Not applicable
Viscosity (cps) at 20°C: About 30
Solubility in water (% weight): Forms infinite aqueous solution
pH value as-is: About 7-8
Flashpoint (°C): Not applicable
Auto-ignition temperature (°C): Not applicable
Explosion limits (lower) (kg/m3): Not applicable
Thermal decomposition (°C): Begins about 100
 
11. STABILITY & REACTIVITY
Hazardous decomposition products: Burning can produce CO2 and water, 
N compounds
Materials to avoid: Strong acids and alkalis, oxidizing agents
 
12. MICROBIOLOGICAL STABILITY
Stable unless diluted with >5% water when yeast, mould and some harmless
bacteria (e.g Lactobacillus spp.) growth may occur in warm temperatures.
Pathogens will not grow, indeed are killed.
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SUSTAINABLE URBAN DRAINAGE MAINTENANCE:
During the first few months after installation, the system should be visually in-
spected after rainfall events and the amount of deposition measured to give 
the operator an idea of the expected rate of sediment deosition. After this ini-
tial periods systems should be inspected each quarter, to verify the appropriate 
levels of maintenance.

STREET FURNITURE MAINTENANCE:
Street furniture elements, e.g. seating, bollards, signage, etc., to be regular-
ly maintained & inspected for defects and wear & tear, in accordance with 
manufacturer’s requirements. Street furniture to be maintained in a clean, safe, 
sound & functioning condition at all times. Replacement parts to be sourced & 
installed in accordance with manufacturer’s requirements.

DESIGN OF LANDSCAPING
Measures specifically considered to effectively manage and reduce costs for 
the benefit of residents are tabulated below.

Low maintenance paving material for residents.
Entrance, paths and private amenity terraces areas will be surfaced with a high 
quality concrete block paving units to attenuate part of the roof rain water run 
off before it enters the main drainage system. The permeable parking spaces 
are under a private management company.





2.0 Landscape details

2.1 thE GREEn BoULEvARD AnD thE RESiDEntiAL StREEtS

2.2 thE RESiDEntiAL StREEtS AnD CoMMUnAL CoURtYARDS

2.3 thE LoCAL PARKS, RiPARiAn PRoMEnADE AnD RECREAtionAL CoRRiDoR
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2.1 thE GREEn BoULDEvARD AnD RESiDEntiAL StREEtS

• the Green Boulevard : this proposed public artery accommodates a new cycle lane to further enhance connectivity to wider transport 
networks. The main street is flanked by large specimen trees and a separation strip of planting to give a degree of privacy to the frontage 
of the houses.

• the Residential streets, Communal and Pocket gardens : the houses are designed with private rear gardens and includes parking and a 
privacy strip in front of each house, along the tree lined streets. the housing areas connect to ‘key spaces’ which offer its residents high 
quality areas of communal activity. Seating areas are placed in proximity to playgrounds to facilitate supervising parents and a degree 
of vegetative screening given to those spaces for added security.

KDA-02A-Masterplan-SitesA&C
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KDA-08B-Sections-03-04&05

Boulevard
the Green Boulevard : this proposed public artery accommodates 
a new cycle lane to further enhance connectivity to wider trans-
port networks. The main street is flanked by large specimen trees 
and a separation strip of planting to give a degree of privacy to 
the frontage of the houses.
these are the streets that are wider and have space for bigger 
trees also that take more vehicular traffic, . Platanus hispanica is 
being used as boulevard planting in Europe and can grow to a 
very tall specimen tree, it has very interseting trunk and in winter 
season, the seed heads are very interesting.

2.1 thE GREEn BoULDEvARD AnD RESiDEntiAL StREEtS
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KDA-08B-Sections-03-04&05 2.1 thE GREEn BoULDEvARD AnD RESiDEntiAL StREEtS

Division/privacy planting strip

the street hierarchy proposed for the residential zone, residential streets and the cul-de-sac are lightly 
trafficked with similar typologies offering street trees, planting beds and private car parking spaces. 
insofar as possible, along the footway, soft boundaries provide transparency / permeability and pri-
vacy to both the public green spaces / public courtyards and the parkland or in order to delineate 
private front houses. Lighting location has had regards to tree location and KCC requirements.

KDA-08B-Sections-03-04&05

quiet Streets
with Gleditsia triacanthos, trees that grow airy and spread nicely and 
they have a warm yellow Autumnal colour, a hint that you are locat-
ed in the quiter zones of the development

Mature Gleditstias, Molesworth 
Street, Dublin, BSLA project

Gleditstia autumn colour, in a 
sub-urban context

Gleditstia autumn colour foliage
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2.2 thE RESiDEntiAL StREEtS  AnD thE CoMMUnAL CoURtYARDS

the residential courtyards are of a 
semi-private communal nature. these 
courtyards offer privacy buffer zones 
of planting along their internal perim-
eters so that the people using them 
are not disturbing ground floor res-
idents. Clump of tree plantings are 
also located at the entrance zones to 
these spaces that partially conceal it, 
so that fences and barrier between 
the communal open space and the 
public open space can be minimized. 
the visual enclosure is created by the 
scale and location of the groups of 
trees. 

the landscape arrangement which 
offers variety of seating opportunities 
encourages its future residents to slow 
down, relax, and interact. these con-
figurations promote sociability and 
allow for small get togethers.
Particularly enchanting atmosphere 
will be created with the use of careful-
ly designed lighting scheme. An under 
lit canopy and downward focused 
task lighting will provide the necessary 
level of ambient lighting for the path-
ways in order to enhance a safe use. 
the scale here is personal and domes-
tic.
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KDA-08A-Sections-01&02

2.2 thE RESiDEntiAL StREEtS AnD CoMMUnAL CoURtYARD
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2.2 thE RESiDEntiAL StREEtS  AnD thE CoMMUnAL CoURtYARDS

KDA-08A-Sections-01&02
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KDA-08A-Sections-01&02

Along the riparian area, SUDS and public playground.

KDA-08B-Sections-03-04&05

2.2 thE RESiDEntiAL StREEtS AnD CoMMUnAL CoURtYARD

SECTION 05
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2.3 thE LoCAL PARKS, RiPARiAn PRoMEnADE AnD RECREAtionAL CoRRiDoR

• the RiPARiAn PRoMEnADE and ECoLoGiCAL CoRRiDoR which provides a 10 meters 
deep ecological corridor and buffer to the watercourse will provide a secondary land-
scape character though the lands. Consisting of native hedgerows and wildlife habitat. 

• the Proposed Local Park will be transversed by the dual cycle route which will divided 
the active and passive landscaped spaces within the park.

• the central LoCAL PARK and RECREAtionAL CoRRiDoR which provides the primary 
public space with several outdoor activities, playground, small kick about, fitness trail 
and a shared strategy for the future phases of housing, set out into 3 distinct areas:

- the LoCAL PARK, Fitness trail and Community gardens: hedgerow to structure the  
 park, fitness equipment, picnic, promenade, community gardens /woodland and  
 natural landscaping / suds / flood zone
-  the LoCAL PARK and Recreational Corridor : promenade, ecology, large play areas  
 / gardens / picnic / Suds
- the LoCAL PARK and Archaeology: meadow and wildflowers / pollinator 
• the existing watercourse along the western side of the park is retained and its inherent 

ecological qualities augmented in the proposed planting strategy, with supplementary 
native hedgerows and planting in consultation with an ecologist. 
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2.3 thE LoCAL PARKS, RiPARiAn PRoMEnADE AnD RECREAtionAL CoRRiDoR : Fitness trail and Community gardens: hedgerow to struc-
ture the park, fitness equipment, picnic, promenade, community gardens /woodland and natural landscaping / suds / flood zone
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KDA-08C-Sections-06&07

variety of activities for all group of ages: Promenade along the riparian corridor, nackelace of pocket gar-
dens, benches and picnic tables, kick-about areas, playgrounds, and fitness trail will provide formal and infor-
mal amenities and spaces for a future vibrant community.

2.3 thE LoCAL PARKS, RiPARiAn PRoMEnADE AnD RECREAtionAL CoRRiDoR
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KDA-08C-Sections-06&07 KDA-08C-Sections-06&07

Watercourse improvements
Conservation of  the existing dense planting of the river bank (Riparian zone).
The proposal aims to reinforce the rural aspect (farmlands habitats) with an natural arrangement 
of new native hedgerows, which provide food, home and nectar for variety of wildlife. 

Community gardens surrounded by hedgerows

2.3 thE LoCAL PARKS, RiPARiAn PRoMEnADE AnD RECREAtionAL CoRRiDoR
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ACtivE AMEnitiES
‘ A mix of active amenities intergrating with the school uses, 
the Local Park and the medley of pocket parks within the 
residential neighbourhoods.
the management and maintenance of playgrounds and 
amenity spaces will be confirmed as part qf each planning 
application.

Play items (outdoor fitness~ play equipments) selected from 
a catalogue with the European certification EN 117 6. 6.

A natural park with informal play areas, group of trees, meadows and small proportion of hardsurface. 
native species in a high proportion with an addition of a wider variety of trees and planting species to boost the wildlife, reinforced the biodiversity and highlight some node of 
interest within the passive recreation…

2.3 thE LoCAL PARKS, RiPARiAn PRoMEnADE AnD RECREAtionAL CoRRiDoR
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KDA-02B-Masterplan-SitesB&C

2.3 thE LoCAL PARKS, RiPARiAn PRoMEnADE AnD RECREAtionAL CoRRiDoR : promenade, ecology, large play areas / gardens / picnic 
/ Suds



60KDA-02B-Masterplan-SitesB&C

2.3 thE LoCAL PARKS, RiPARiAn PRoMEnADE AnD RECREAtionAL CoRRiDoR: Archaeology site - Meadow and wild flowers
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KDA-08D-Sections-08-09-10&11

Pocket garden with fruit trees, under-planted with 
a wildflower meadow mix

2.3 thE LoCAL PARKS, RiPARiAn PRoMEnADE AnD RECREAtionAL CoRRiDoR: Archaeology site - Meadow and wild flowers
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3.0 appendix

BSLA response ro Parks Department - List of items
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BSLA response ro Parks Department - List of items


